
Kindergarten Art Print	
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Head of a Man - by Paul Klee	
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For comparison: George Washington, 1796 - by Gilbert Stuart	
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http://en.wahooart.com/@@/5ZKDVS-Paul-Klee-Head-of-a-Man
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gilbert_Stuart_Williamstown_Portrait_of_George_Washington.jpg


Background Info:	


Paul Klee was an artist and a teacher born in Switzerland in 1879.  He played classical music 
every day.  He started a career in music and was particularly proficient at the violin.  When he 
was 20 years old, he decided to pursue art and studied at the Munich Academy.  He admired 
masks from all over the world and loved to travel and go to puppet shows.  He was one of the 
first modern artists to recognize the importance of children’s art.  He envied their freedom 
to create and respected their innocence and directness.  He often borrowed images and 
concepts directly from children’s drawings.  Klee liked to work on many different paintings at 
the same time, sometimes as many as twelve.  He lived in Switzerland when he died in 1940. !
“Head of a Man” is a painting full of contrasts and contradictions. The play of straight and 
curved lines, of rectangles and circles, and of light and dark formed on an orange-yellow 
background gives this painting an abstract quality characteristic of Klee's work. The head is 
sliced by horizontal and vertical lines, which are indicated by the straight edges of the orange 
and yellow color forms, constituting the sections of the circle. The eyes are formed by two 
undulating and crossing lines, the mouth is made up of two small blue squares, and a narrow 
strip of light pink indicates the nose. Because all parts of the image are reduced to create a 
simple design, it is evident that Klee's main concern is color and form. !
Discussion Ideas/Questions:	


This painting lends well to comparison with a “realistic” portrait.  First, show the painting 
of George Washington.  Ask them what they see.  This can be brief, just the basic idea 
that this is a realistic representation of a person.	


Now, show Klee’s painting.  Begin by asking the children what they see in this painting.  
They will probably come to some type of conclusion that it is a person’s face, neck and 
shoulders.	


Does this look like a real person? What is unusual about him? (eyes are placed strangely, 
no hair, no ears, mouth is unusual - see what the children can find)	


Do the colors look real? What shapes did the artist use?  (circles, squares, triangles)  	


You may mention that this is an “abstract” painting.  An abstract artwork is usually based 
on an identifiable subject, but the artist leaves out details, simplifies or rearranges things. 	


Do you like this work of art? Why or why not? How does it make you feel?	


!
!



Project Ideas:	


[Suggestion: Klee played classical music every day.  For added atmosphere, have 
classical music playing in the background during the project.] 

!
1. Pre-draw a head outline (with eyes, too) similar in shape to Klee’s head on 8 1/2” x 

11” white paper (make it fill most of the paper).  Also, lightly draw lines within the 
head shape to imitate the shapes of color that Klee uses inside the head.  Have the 
children use their crayons, colored pencils and/or markers to color their picture.  If you 
have spoken about the color wheel, encourage them to use all “warm” colors or all 
“cool” colors if they’d like to.  Encourage them to use different colors and to color in 
“shapes” (rather than just coloring the head all one color).	


2. This is similar to the first project, except that the children will use colored papers 
(tissue paper and other light papers) to glue onto the head to imitate the “shapes” of 
color that Klee uses.  You will pre-draw a head outline (with eyes, too) similar in shape 
to Klee’s head on 8 1/2” x 11” white paper (make it fill most of the paper).  You may 
pre-cut papers into small shapes or allow the children to do it themselves (or both).  
Then, they will glue the colored shapes onto their heads - they may also use colored 
pencils or crayons to color their backgrounds or add details to the head, if they wish.	
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